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Current Affairs of the Day 
Pokkali paddy in troubled waters 

• The saltwater-

tolerant Pokkali 

paddy saw a good 

yield this year. 

Pokkali is an 

ancient farming 

practice where 

one season of rice 

farming is 

alternated with 

another season of 

fish culture. Rice 

farming and fish 

farming are mutually complementary.  

• With labour becoming an issue and shrimp farmers gaining an upper hand, the area 

under cultivation has receded from some 25,000 hectares about a quarter century ago 

to some 4,000 hectares now.  

• After Pokkali farmers moved the Kerala High Court against shrimp cultivators 

disrupting the crop calendar, the court intervened to protect the rare paddy variety. But 

with fish farmers upsetting the cycle, there is widespread fear that Pokkali may be 

facing the threat of extinction.  

 

Panel looking into SC status of converted Dalits 

• The Union government, in a fresh affidavit before the Supreme Court, said it had noted 

the demands from Dalit Christian and Dalit Muslim communities for inclusion in the 

SC list and formed a three-member Commission of Inquiry headed by former Chief 

Justice of India Justice K.G. Balakrishnan to look into all aspects of the matter.  

• It said this was done because the “issue is a seminal and historically complex 

sociological and constitutional question”. 
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• The Centre has limited the 

question in this case to 

whether Scheduled Caste 

converts to other religions 

suffer from the “same 

degree of oppressiveness as 

suffered by Scheduled 

Castes practising 

Hinduism, Sikhism and 

Buddhism”. 

• It has also argued that after 

conversion to another 

religion, the only way to 

establish the backwardness 

is to see if they are “still suffering from the same social disability, that he is following 

the customs and traditions of the community which he earlier belonged to and also be 

accepted by other members of the caste as a member of such tribe/caste”. 

• If such converts are “arbitrarily given the perks of reservation” in the absence of these 

principles, “it would cause grave injustice and abuse of the process of law, that would 

consequently affect the rights of the SCs”. 

 

Checks, no balance 

• China’s decision to block two proposals by India and the United States to list Lashkar-

e-Taiba (LeT) commanders on the United Nations Security Council’s 1267 terror list 

is part of a well-worn pattern now.  

• Since June, New Delhi and Washington have made five such proposals, with China 

placing a hold on each. New Delhi has forcefully criticised a “political bias” towards 

Pakistan to stymie the process. 

Way Forward: 

• India must look at all its options with China to ensure the listing of terrorists. Given 

the situation, India has three clear choices.  
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• One option is to open a diplomatic channel with China that focuses on the issue of 

global cooperation on terrorism, separate from other fractious bilateral issues, and 

induce Beijing to reconsider its untenable position.  

• While the last option seems the most difficult, if not impossible, it must be 

remembered that China was persuaded to “grey list” Pakistan at the Financial Action 

Task Force (FATF) from 2012-2015, and from 2018 to the present, and remove its 

hold and allow the terror listing of Masood Azhar at the UNSC in 2019, after blocking 

such attempts since 2009.  

• As Pakistan moves off the FATF grey list it is time for India to consider all its options 

with China to ensure justice for all the victims of the cross-border terrorism that has 

exacted a deep and lasting toll on the country. 

 

Forest Conservation Rules infringe upon land rights of 

tribespeople 

• NCST had recommended to the Union Environment and Forest Ministry to put the 

new Forest Conservation Rules, 2022, on hold.  

• The rules eliminate the requirement of consent of local tribespeople and forest 

dwellers for the diversion of forest land for other purposes this would amount to 

infringe upon the land rights of tribespeople under the Forest Rights Act.  

• But soon after the rules were issued, the NCST formed a six-member working group 

that included members of the commission and experts to look into whether the rules 

issued in June violated any provisions in the Forest Rights Act (FRA) and if they 

infringed upon the rights of tribal people. 

• Based on the conclusion of this working group and repeated dialogue with villagers in 

forest areas and other stakeholders, the commission decided to recommend that the 

new rules be put on hold 
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Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems (Giahs) 

• FAO initiative  

• GIAHS aims to 

give a wider 

approach to the 

traditional 

farming by 

synthesis of 

modern 

techniques 

towards 

conservation and 

adaptive 

management of 

agricultural 

heritage systems. 

 

MAINS 

DAWP 

Q1. Critically discuss the role of “one nation, one language” in 

the cause of National Unity.  

MCQs 
Q1. Pokkali Paddy, the salt-tolerant variety of rice is grown 

mostly in  

a. Kerala 

b. Goa 

c. Gujarat 

d. Karnataka 

 


